
“When solving problems, dig at the roots 
instead of just hacking at the leaves.”

- Anthony J. D’Angelo
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Four Steps to 
Solving Problems

Define the 
problem

1

Determine 
the root 
cause

2

Develop a
solution

3

Implement
the solution

4

Outcome: 
  Problem   
   definition

  Outcome: 
Description of  
the root cause

Outcome: 
Solution 
statement

Outcome: 
Action plan
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Step Outcome ResourcesKey Actions

Step 1:
Define the 
problem

Step 2:
Determine 
the root 
cause

Step 3:
Develop a 
solution

Step 4:
Implement 
the solution

Problem 
definition

Description 
of root 
cause

Solution 
statement 

Action plan

Problem 
Definition 
Worksheet

Root Cause 
Worksheet

5 Why’s Tool

Analytical Tools

Solution 
Worksheet

Action 
Planning Tool

a. Define the current situation.
b. Define the desired situation.
c. Define the importance of the problem.
d. Define who needs to be involved in 

solving the problem.
e. Define the timeframe for solving the 

problem.

a. Analyze root cause (RCA & 5 Why’s).
b. Describe the root cause.
c. Check the root cause.

S. STATE the solution challenge.
T. TARGET the criteria.
O. Identify OPTIONS to address 

the root cause.
C. CHECK the options against the criteria.
K. KNOW your solution.

S. Clarify the SOLUTION.
P. PLAN out the solution.
D. DO the plan.
C. CHECK to see if the problem is solved.
A. ACT on what you find out.

Problem Solving
Roadmap
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Supporting  
Analytical Tools

Analytical Tools

1 Problem Solving Roadmap

2 Pareto

3 Process Map

4 Cause and Effect

5 5 Why’s

6 Histogram

7 Scatter Diagram

8 Opportunity Analysis

9 Cycle Time Analysis

10 Variance Analysis

11 Force Field Analysis

12 Team Ground Rules 

13 Team Meetings 

14 Team Consensus 

15 Groupthink

Other

Other

Other

Other

Define Root 
Cause

Solution Implement

1 2 3 4
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Overview

Once you have defined the problem, determining the 
root cause will help you sort though your information 
to separate the real cause of the problem from the 
symptoms of the problem. 

This step will answer the critical question—What is the 
primary reason WHY the problem exists? Determining 
the root cause will help you to address the problem 
where your efforts will have the most direct effect on 
the problem, instead of wasting valuable time and effort 
trying to fix the symptoms. 

Key Outcome

 An accurate description of the root cause. 

Key Actions

 Consider the following key actions:

 a) Analyze the root cause.

 b) Describe the root cause.

 c) Check the root cause.

Primary Tools

 Root Cause Analysis Worksheet 
 5 Why’s Tool 
 Supporting Analytical Tools

Define the 
problem

1

Determine 
Root Cause

2

Develop a 
Solution

3

Implement 
the Solution

4

Step 2:
Determine Root Cause
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Ask Five WHY’s

The first task in analyzing the root cause is to ask WHY five 
times. This will help you identify the primary reason why the 
problem is occurring. 

First, ask why does the problem exist? When you have an 
answer, rephrase your answer into the next WHY question.

Let’s look at an example. Suppose you have a new car that 
was working fine the other day. You went to your car and it 
would not start. 

 WHY QUESTION: Why won’t the car start?  
ANSWER: Because the engine won’t turn over.   

 WHY QUESTION: Why won’t the engine 
turn over?  
ANSWER: Because it is not getting enough electricity.  

 WHY QUESTION: Why is it not getting electricity?  
ANSWER: Because the battery is dead.

 WHY QUESTION: Why is the battery dead?  
ANSWER: Because the dome light is staying on after I 
close the doors.

 WHY QUESTION: Why is the dome light staying on 
after I close the doors?  
ANSWER: Because the dome light switch in the door 
is broken and not turning off the light when the door 
closes.

Keep asking WHY until you have determined the root cause. 
Once you know the root cause, go to the next key action.

If you answer all five WHY questions, but still do not know 
the root cause, ask five more WHY questions. 

If you get stuck answering any WHY question, gather 
additional information, and use analytical tools to help you 
find the answer. 

     

 

Analyze the 
Root Cause

ASK

5
WHY’s

2a
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In some cases, you will know the answer to your WHY question as 
soon as you ask it. No further analysis is necessary.

 
 
However, asking the five WHYs is not always that simple and 
straightforward. There may be times when you don’t immediately 
know the answer to your WHY question. In this case, you will need 
to gather additional information before you have an answer.

Occasionally, you may need to not only gather additional 
information, but also use an additional tool to help you analyze the 
information. Only then, will you discover the answer.

It may require that you go back and forth between asking WHY, 
gathering information, and using analytical tools. With persistence, 
you will finally discover the root cause.  

Sometimes, if the problem is complex, there may be multiple 
answers to a particular WHY question. You will want to examine 
each of the answers, using additional root cause worksheets, if 
needed, until you are confident you understand the causes at work 
and can address the most significant ones. 

At times, you may discover that your root cause consists of more 
than one contributing factor. If this happens, you want to be sure 
that you have moved beyond the symptoms to those few things 
that, if addressed, will solve or significantly reduce your problem. 
The combination of these contributing factors is your root cause. 

Additional 
Information ANSWERWHY?

ANSWERWHY? Analytical 
Tools

Additional 
Information

ANSWERWHY?

2a Analyze the 
Root Cause
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Gather Additional Information

The following questions can help you identify the additional 
information you need: 

 What is blocking you from answering the WHY question?    

 What additional information do you need before you can 
answer this WHY question?   

 Where can you gather that information?   

 How will you gather that information?

Information Gathering Techniques

There are several methods to gather additional information. 
Here are a few of the most common. 

 Observation  
Simply watch the area, process, machine, etc. to see 
what is actually happening and why.   

 Existing documentation  
Your area already generates documentation in the 
form of reports, logs, standard operating procedures, 
etc. You may find the information you need within this 
documentation.   

 Checksheets and logs  
At times you may want to create your own checksheet 
or log to record specific events and occurrences.

 Feedback from others  
Input from customers, suppliers, and peers can be 
extremely valuable in solving the problem. 

 Other?  
What other techniques are you aware of that can help 
you gather additional information? 

2a Analyze the 
Root Cause
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Use Supporting Analytical Tools

Answering the five WHYs may also require that you use certain 
tools to gather information and analyze it to determine the root 
cause. 

In addition to asking the five WHYs, there are several tools that 
can help you analyze the problem.   

     

Supporting Analytical Tools Intended Outcome

2a Analyze the 
Root Cause
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Once you have a good idea of why the problem is occurring, 
it is time to describe the root cause. 

The description should be: 

 Accurate  
Is the description of the root cause true and factual?    

 Brief  
Is the description short and to the point?  

 Clear 
Is the description understandable to those who will be 
looking for solutions? 

     

 

Warning Tips!
When describing the root cause, be careful to remember the 
following tips:

		Avoid describing symptoms as the root cause. For 
example, “The reason we have the problem is that we 
have too many defects.”

		Avoid describing solutions as the root cause. For 
example, “The reason we have the problem is that we 
need better equipment.” 

		Avoid assigning blame when describing the root 
cause. For example, “The reason we have the problem 
is that the people who work in that area just don’t pay 
attention.” This may be true, but it usually does not 
explain the root cause.

Describe the 
Root Cause2b
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This is the final task when determining the root cause. It 
involves asking three important questions to confirm that 
you actually have the root cause. 

The three questions to check for root cause are:

 Does the root cause explain why the problem exists?    

 If you addressed the root cause, would you solve the 
problem?  

 Can you realistically address the root cause? 

If you cannot answer yes to all three questions, then go back 
and ask more WHY questions, gather more information, and 
use more analytical tools.

If you can answer yes to all three questions, you are ready 
to begin developing a solution. That is step 3 in the problem 
solving process. 

Be sure to write your description of the root cause in box B 
of the Problem Solving Summary.

 

Check the 
Root Cause2c
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2: Root Cause Worksheet                                      
Use this worksheet to help you determine the root cause of a problem

Analyze Root Cause—Ask five WHYs. Gather additional information and use analytical 
tools to find the answers to your WHY questions.

a

b

c
Y

Y
Y

N

N
N

Does the root cause explain why the problem is occurring?

If  you addressed the root cause would you solve the problem?

Can you realistically address the root cause?

Describe Root Cause — Based on your analysis, what is the root cause?

Five WHY 
Questions

Additional Information
Analytical Tools

Five WHY
Answers

WHY?                                                                                            BECAUSE

Check Root Cause—Are you certain of the root cause?

WHY?                                                                                            BECAUSE

WHY?                                                                                          BECAUSE

WHY?                                                                                          BECAUSE

WHY?                                                                                            BECAUSE
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Use the following checklist to guide your success at 
determining the root cause. 

     a: Ask five WHYs
  Did the team ask the five WHY questions?
  Were they able to gather additional information to help 

answer the five WHY questions?
  Were they able to use any tools to help answer the five 

WHY questions? 
 

     b: Describe the root cause
  Did the team describe the root cause?
  Was their description accurate, brief, and relevant?
  Did they avoid describing symptoms as the root cause? 

 

     c: Check the root cause
  Did the team check the root cause?
  Did the root cause explain why the problem exists?
  If the team addressed the root cause, would they solve 

the problem?
  Can the team realistically address the root cause?

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Y N

Checklist for
Determining 
the Root Cause


